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UNITE TO SPREAD AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY
The Sankofa African American School History Fair Project

With the
Sankofa 365 Forever Calendar

Sankofa365calendar.com

Dateline Chicago, IL.  The Sankofa African American School History Fair Project, for February, 2020 (African
American History Month) or May/June, 2020 (African American Music Appreciation Month) or November, 2020
(Pre-Kwanzaa). Is seeking schools to participate in producing the “first ever history fair” dedicated to elucidating
African American history, the missing pages of American and world history.

2020 is a special year, given that it is the 150th anniversary of the 15th Amendment, the 100th anniversary of the
19th amendment and the 55th anniversary of the Voting Rights Movement and the signing of the Voting Rights
Act.  We believe that this should be a year of celebration and what better way to celebrate than by producing
Sankofa African American School History Fair’s.

We have developed a special fund raiser using the newly developed “Sankofa 365 Forever Calendar” (365
Calendar), which  aligns with the thoughts of  Dr. Carter G. Woodson who said, “We should emphasize not Negro
history, but the Negro in history.” It teaches cohesiveness, oneness of thought, provides unknown facts and
conscious awareness of what happened and is happening, all of which works to create high self-esteem and
inspiration to overcome all obstacles.

By utilizing the 365 Calendar, schools can easily raise the needed funds to plan, execute and produce a vibrant,
enriching and fun filled Sankofa History Fair.  The 365 Calendar will be used as an “Ad Book” where businesses
and others can place ads and directory listings.  The Sankofa 365 Forever Calendar Ad Book will be printed in
lots of 5,000 print-run and will be distributed by the school.  In this way African American history can be spread
and serve to uplift our race and our people.

Schools throughout the United States and its territories are welcome to participate in this exciting project.  Just
contact us via our website sankofa365calendar.com or call us at 312.517.3860.
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